
Feature: 

1. X-series bush hammer roller can expose aggregate in concrete.

2. Bush hammer block with 45 teeth,remove the old epoxy coating.

3. Bush hammer roller with lavina blank can be used as safety anti-skid litchi surface.

4. Sell a separate Bush hammer roller to reduce customer costs, improve efficiency, reduce
pressure and ensure quality.

Product Description： 

Lavina x-series bush hammer roller is designed to be used on Lavina floor grinders, which
can make a variety of bush hammer roller styles in line with Lavina machines, bush hammer
block with 45 teeth for Bush hammering the stone floors and concrete floors.

The high-quality hard cutter head is used to make grinding wheel. The structure of grinding
wheel is simple and durable, and the service life is prolonged. One Ravina grinding block
corresponds to one grinding wheel. There are 45 tooth cutter heads on the grinding wheel.

Product Specification: 

The followings are the normal specifications of our x-series bush hammer roller :

Type Segment No. Material Application

Lavina X-Series
Bush Hammer

Roller
45 Teeth Steel + Carbide

Alloy
Concrete Floor,Asphalt

Pavement,Marble,

More normal specification of rotary bush hammer tools:

Product show 

Lavina X-Series Bush Hammer Roller With 45 Point Type Carbide Alloy Tip



Application: 

X-series bush hammer roller for lavina floor machine.

Bush hammer roller with lavina base,for concrete floor, asphalt pavement,stone.



FAQ

1. What can bush hammers do?

Surface Prep for coatings.

Quickly expose large aggregate.

Remove hard coatings and overlays.

2.Will the teeth of the bush hammer roller fall off

of course not,We use high-strength flux to weld the carbide tip to the grinding wheel. The
grinding wheel is sturdy and durable, with a long life, and the tip is not easy to fall off.

3.Do you provide many kinds of bush hammer tool?

We provide 30s, 45s, 60s and other various bush hammer wheels, as well as multi-brand floor
lychee surface grinding blocks and grinding discs.



Contact Us: 

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com
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